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Toshiba gives you more...
A world renowned leader in technology for more than 130 years,
Toshiba delivers the most reliable IP business communication
solutions available today.
Toshiba has brought together the expertise and know-how of
the company’s Telecommunication Systems and its IT and Storage
Device Divisions to deliver technologically advanced, integrated
solutions that empower you to be more productive and
responsive in the office or at home.
Toshiba has a proud tradition of achievement and is responsible
for some of the world’s most innovative global developments in
business communication solutions.
Trust the innovation leader... Combining 40 years of
telecommunications experience, a large and dynamic research
and development facility and its traditional commitment to
reliability, Toshiba offers state-of-the-art digital, VoIP and
converged telecommunications
platforms.

www.toshiba.com.au
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BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

CIX 200

Solutions for
every business
TM

Toshiba offers a range of Strata-CIX
communication systems for every
business, regardless of size.

CIX 100
Supports up to 64 CO lines or 72 station
TM

users and combinations up to 112 ports.

Strata-CIX

CIX 200

communication systems

Supports up to 96 CO lines or 160 station
users and combinations up to 192 ports.

are the ultimate in modular, scalable
and networkable telephone solutions for today’s businesses. Whether small or large, at a
single location or a branch of a larger organisation, your business needs a system enabling

CIX 670

easy connection with your customers and communication within your company.

Supports up to 264 CO lines or 560 station
TM

users and combinations up to 672 ports.

The Strata-CIX IP system integrates voice, video and data applications over your existing
IP network - extending full telephone functionality to local and remote users. Collaboration

Whether you’re ready for IP
telephony today or sometime

remains healthy, customers stay happy, and your business continues to grow and prosper.
By utilising the latest technologies, Toshiba helps you to reduce infrastructure costs, boost
productivity, improve customer service and delivers a superior return on your investment.

down the road, your options
allow you to decide when and

Expand at will

where it makes sense for you to

Strata-CIX fulfills your needs today while offering the ability to cost-effectively add

deploy IP telephony, digital

capabilities as you grow. When your business upgrades or migrates to a newer or larger

TM

Toshiba system in the future, you’ll be able to reuse phones and key components.

phones and legacy equipment
TM

migrated from other systems...

Strata-CIX supports all types of end-points / devices, including a complete line of IP
TM

phones, SoftIPT on notebook computers and PDAs, Add-on Modules, DSS Consoles,

that’s a winning strategy!

Attendant Consoles, as well as SIP phones, analog phones, and Toshiba digital phones.
TM

Strata-CIX also supports all types of network connections, including IP network and
analog Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and digital ISDN interfaces.
Build the communication system you need with the configuration flexibility you want.
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TM

Strata-CIX Options

CIX 100

Toshiba’s StrataNet technology lets

Your small business needs a flexible

you network multiple Strata-CIX

TM

telecommunication system that can

systems together... giving you

adapt to ever-changing business demands.

extra large capacity and the ability

The Strata-CIX 100 is specifically designed

to service multiple locations.

to provide the features you require today,

TM

with expandable functionality as needed in the future. Start small and expand up to 112
Working as one integrated system,

TM

ports, or even more with multiple Strata-CIX systems networked together.

TM

your multiple Strata-CIX offers:


Centralised attendant services

CIX 670 Rack Mount



Sharing of a single centralised

Because effective communication is critical in maintaining your business’ competitive edge,

voicemail system

you need a telephone system that cost effectively lets you access, use, and share vital



Unified call centre operations

information with ease and efficiency



Internal extension dialling

... in your main office, between



Avoiding long distance charges

branch offices and remotely.

on calls between locations

The Strata-CIX 670 system is

TM



Turning long distance calls into
local calls by “hopping off”
the network as needed.

the solution for your full range
of telecommunication needs.
Upgrade features when required,
to 672 ports (560 phones) and
more by networking multiple

CIX 670 
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systems together.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

IP (PC) Attendant
The Strata Attendant console
works seamlessly with your
TM

existing Toshiba Strata-CIX

communications system. Plug
TM

into the Strata-CIX via IP from
anywhere on your network
and you dramatically
increase your call
handling capabilities by automatically distributing the incoming call load to multiple
attendants - up to four consoles can be integrated.

Award winning
IP solutions

Advantages



Call waiting count



Answer button with answer priority



Call status display with timer

and queuing



Internal name / extension directory

The Strata CIX range has won numerous



Emergency call priority



Outgoing speed dial directory

awards acknowledging its design



Programmable buttons give you one



Busy lamp field enables your operator

TM

touch access to most- used features

superiority throughout the industry.


Telephony Magazine’s
2004 Product of the Year Award



Internet Telephony 2004 Expo
Best of Show Award



Communication Solutions’
2004 Product of the Year Award



Customer Interaction Solutions’
2005 Editors’ Choice Award



Automatic day /night mode switching



Message centre / voice mail transfer

to see station status at a glance


Colour-coded indicators simplify
monitoring various status conditions

eManager & My Phone Manager
TM

TM

eManager makes Strata-CIX quick to deploy and easy to maintain. Your key staff can use
this browser- based administration program for setup and system management settings,
then system maintenance and administration can be performed via modem, direct
connection, or your LAN / WAN, from any location.



TMC Labs 2005 Innovation Award



Frost & Sulivan
2005 Product Innovation Award

TM





Internet Telephony
2005 Excellence Award
TMC IP Contact Centre 2005 & 2006
Technology Pioneer Awards

My Phone Manager, our browser-based personal administration tool, lets users program
their own telephone buttons and other functions using their PC’s web browser, giving more
individual control and efficiency, and freeing up your system administrator.
IP phones support both static and dynamic IP addressing to make telephone adds, moves
and changes easy. Once configured, these phones can be moved to another IP network
location and the system will automatically re-register them.
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IPT 2008

IP networking & handsets
Imagine a single system that does it all using your existing IP network ... from voice...
to data... to video. One that combines the advantages of network-based telephony and the
features of a traditional PBX system, meanwhile reducing your infrastructure, capital
expenditure and operational costs, and increasing productivity.
TM

With Strata-CIX and StrataNet networking, take full advantage of today’s most
advanced communications applications, while enjoying these important benefits:

IPT 2010





Save money by avoiding long-distance charges on calls between various locations



Extend full telephone functionality to remote users via IP telephones connected
to your private intranet or the Internet, providing full-featured desk phone
capability to all users, no matter their location



Reduce costs by transmitting voice calls via the Internet or your private intranet



Provide one integrated system for all your office locations by networking
TM

multiple Strata-CIX systems to work together as one system.


IPT 2020



Share capabilities enterprise-wide... centralised attendant services, a single voicemail
system, centralised call centre operation, internal extension dialling and SMDR



Turn long-distance calls into local calls by “hopping off” the network as needed

Toshiba’s StrataNet IP networking enables interconnecting Toshiba systems to work
as one system.


IPT 2020 with 20 ADM



TM

StrataNet delivers a rich set of calling features across multiple Strata-CIX systems
throughout your enterprise



Your users benefit from transparent dialling and simple feature operation



Advanced networking features include Centralised Voice Mail, Centralised
Attendant, Network SMDR, and Station DSS button appearances across all nodes



Alternate Routing provides for toll bypass configurations and automatic recovery
from network disruptions



IPT 2020 with 60 DSS
So if you need to interconnect your main office with branch locations and/or remote
TM

users, the Strata-CIX with StrataNet networking is the solution.
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BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Go mobile!
 Soft IPT on PDA

Stay connected to your
customers and your team using
Toshiba’s wireless IP, PDA and
SoftIPT connectivity via your
wireless local area network
(WLAN). Roam anywhere your
WLAN goes, maintaining voice
 Soft IPT on Laptop PC

& data functionality.

i
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Key Features

Automatic Call Distribution

 LINEAR

Strata-CIX ACD distributes your calls smoothly and comprehensively, optimising contact
centre operations, increasing customer satisfaction, and improving efficiency.

Calls always work from top of agent
list to find first available agent

 ROUND ROBIN
Next agent on list receives waiting call,
& subsequent calls rotate down the list

 LONGEST IDLE
Agent idle the longest receives next
call. Agent’s start of idle status affects
all queues ie: as call is completed in
Queue 1, agent becomes idle for
other logged-into queues.

 BALANCED CALL COUNT
Agent who has handled lowest number
of calls receives the next call. When
an agent logs in, count is set to zero
calls if he/she is first to log into the
group. An agent call count can also
be set to lowest agent count of those
already logged in, preventing agents
late to log-in from receiving all calls.

TM

Specifications
System Compatibility

TM

TM

TM

Strata-CIX 100

Strata-CIX 200

Strata-CIX 670

Agents/Supervisor

360

360

360

Agent Groups

100

180

180

Music-on-Hold Sources

15

15

15

Voice Assistant Announcement Ports

72

96

96

(actual capacity depends on platform & card)

Announcement Types

Initial & Periodic

 Supervisor software for real time monitoring of agents and queues

 PREFERRED AGENT
Based on integration with optional
applications the system can route a
call to the agent assigned to a specific
account. If agent is unavailable, call
routes to next available agent.

 SKILLS-BASED ROUTING
Agents can log into the queues that
they have skills to support and in fact
your company may offer specifically
dedicated queues. Working with
Interactive Voice Response, the ACD
system directs calls to appropriately
skilled agents.

 AGENT PRIORITY
The agent with highest priority setting
receives next call. If multiple agents
have same priority level, agent idle
the longest takes call, automatically
expanding the pool of agents
searched, based on call traffic.
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AVAILABLE APPLICATIONS
Enhanced ACD, Call Router

Interactive Voice Response

Insight Call Centre Reporting

Wallboard Display

Net Phone PC/Phone Integration

Net Chat Text Messaging

 Agent software for simplified queue status with “always on top”option

CALL REPORTING
TM

Strata-CIX ACD compiles reports
on historical data, which can be
customised, exported and
autoscheduled for export or print.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Computer Telephony Integration (CTI)

Best of both worlds...
PC & phone
CTI combines Strata-CIX

TM

capabilities with your custom
software functions, either system
wide or on individual PCs, to
create a really powerful desktop
tool. Via the LAN connection,
Netserver facilitates PC control
of the applications running on



Demo Screen Pop shows the NetPhone user

receiving a call, which is automatically recorded
in Microsoft Outlook Contacts.

your PC server.

NetPhone
Control calls, capture important
customer data, and provide
superior service with NetPhone
personalised call handling and
screening PC phone software.
NetPhone synchronises with
your company’s operations,
CRM or contact software and its
versatility means that dialling
answering, transferring, placing
calls on hold and ending calls,
are all possible from your PC.



INTELLIGENT CALL WINDOW
Displays caller ID and call status, allowing
users to manage multiple calls.



DIAL HOT KEY
Allows you to simply highlight a phone
number in any document and press a hot
key combination to dial it. Dial directly
from any program including contact, CRM,
word processing, spreadsheet and
presentation applications.



CALL NOTES
Lets you attach specific caller information to
a call, which follows customers when they’re
transferred elsewhere, eliminating the need
to ask repeatedly for the same information.
Call Notes also displays information
collected from the VR system.



SCREEN POP
When a call comes in, Net Phone triggers
the software’s database and automatically
launches a Screen-pop of your caller’s
contact details (see above). Net Phone
integrates with leading contact manager and
CRM programs via its flexible, multi-protocol
software interface.



PERSONAL CALL HANDLER
Personal Call Handler takes routine calls
automatically. Using a combination of
triggers and actions, and based on your
preferences, VIP calls may be assigned a
particular tone from the PC, incoming calls
from a specific number can be forwarded
directly to voicemail, email or contact
programs can be launched, and automatic
login to an ACD group on start-up is possible.



CALL HISTORY
Dialled and received calls are automatically
logged and can then be searched by date,
phone no, name or account code. Call history
or search results may be printed or exported.



DIRECTORY
Look up and dial PBX extensions with a click
of your mouse! Your directory is automatically
generated so it’s always current and can also
be searched by name, printed or exported.



CHAT
Check out this instant text messaging system
that operates via desktop PCs connected
over the LAN. Communicate interactively
with workers individually or broadcast to
groups throughout your organisation.
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TIS-16 Voice Processing
Perfect Voice Professional TIS-16 Series 2 is the ideal automated attendant /
voicemail solution because it integrates seamlessly
TM

with Toshiba’s Strata-CIX telephone systems and
guarantees reliable, cost effective performance.

Features:

 Unified Messaging
Have your voicemail messages automatically emailed - either to yourself for
immediate playback, or to any email address.
 Place Callers On Hold
With Advanced Call Queuing, TIS-16 quickly and efficiently either places callers on
hold automatically or offers the option to hold. It then updates callers on their
position in the queue.
 Save space and money
TIS-16 has a minimum of 70 hours memory and is fully integrated into your
Strata-CIX so no external parts or additional connectors are required.
TM

 Play Background Music or Messages On-Hold
TIS-16 has two Music-On-Hold outputs enabling you to play customised Music-On-Hold
simultaneously with Background Music for your staff. The TIS-16 flash memory
accommodates both music sources, eliminating any need for external sources such as
MP3 and CD players.
 One number for phone & fax
Fax-Detect Capabilities automatically route faxes to your fax machine.
Operate simply with one contact number and save on extra trunk lines.
 Instant new messages alert
TIS -16 intercepts messages instantly, wherever you are, via mobile, landline, pager or
email, enabling swift response to callers.
 Create customised greetings or On-Hold messages
Customised greetings and messages can be created then programmed to change
automatically at scheduled times and days.
 Support several companies with one system
TIS -16 enables each tenanted company to have its own greetings, business hours,
holidays and operators.
 Call-Record capabilities eliminate possible miscommunication
Starting at any point during a call, users can record a conversation and instantly
send it to any mailbox in the system, or save it to their own. Recorded conversations
may then be forwarded by email or stored.
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BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Digital Handsets • 3500/3000 series
3014D
•
•
•

The sleek good looks and efficiency of Toshiba’s handsets will complement any environment



and their high functionality ensures that users are able to maximise their phone system

14 programmable keys
8 x 24 character LCD
Full hands- free

capabilities to improve both internal and external communications.
A wide range of digital phones, consoles and peripherals is available to match your specific
application, including head-sets and computer interface equipment, the 20-button add-on

20 ADM 
•

3014 with 60 DSS 

•

60 programmable keys
Direct station select
60 key add-on

•

•
•
•

module and 60-button DSS console, which are ideal for high-volume call answering needs.

20 programmable keys
20 key add-on
Direct station select

LCD feature prompting with soft key operation provides easy-to-follow instructions and
relieves station users of having to remember access codes and operational sequences
for commonly used features. Programmable feature buttons enable automatic
performance of a feature operations sequence
at the touch of just one button.


•
•
•


•
•
•


•
•

•

•
•
•

2 programmable keys
Monitor
Paging

3522D

22 programmable keys
2 x 24 character LCD
Full hands- free

22 programmable keys
Full hands-free

•

3001

22 programmable keys
2 x 24 character LCD
Full hands- free

3522S

3534D 



3522D (W)

•

34 programmable keys
2 x 24 character LCD
Full hands-free


•
•
•

3534D (W)

34 programmable keys
2 x 24 character LCD
Full hands-free
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Specifications are subject to change without notice

